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Nation
The Middle East plays a major role in the history of genetic science. Early in the twentieth century, technological breakthroughs in human
genetics coincided with the birth of modern Middle Eastern nation-states, who proclaimed that the region's ancient history—as a cradle of
civilizations and crossroads of humankind—was preserved in the bones and blood of their citizens. Using letters and publications from the
1920s to the present, Elise K. Burton follows the field expeditions and hospital surveys that scrutinized the bodies of tribal nomads and
religious minorities. These studies, geneticists claim, not only detect the living descendants of biblical civilizations but also reveal the deeper
past of human evolution. Genetic Crossroads is an unprecedented history of human genetics in the Middle East, from its roots in colonial
anthropology and medicine to recent genome sequencing projects. It illuminates how scientists from Turkey to Yemen, Egypt to Iran,
transformed genetic data into territorial claims and national origin myths. Burton shows why such nationalist appropriations of genetics are not
local or temporary aberrations, but rather the enduring foundations of international scientific interest in Middle Eastern populations to this day.

The Darwin Affair
This volume engages the concept and related notions of cultural hegemony, cultural erosion, cultural hybridity and cultural survival by
considering whether five regimes in Asia deploy policies aimed at extirpating the language, religion, arts, customs or other elements of the
cultures of non-dominant peoples.

Godless
In Reading Darwin in Arabic, Marwa Elshakry questions current ideas about Islam, science, and secularism by exploring the ways in which
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Darwin was read in Arabic from the late 1860s to the mid-twentieth century. Borrowing from translation and reading studies and weaving
together the history of science with intellectual history, she explores Darwin’s global appeal from the perspective of several generations of
Arabic readers and shows how Darwin’s writings helped alter the social and epistemological landscape of the Arab learned classes.
Providing a close textual, political, and institutional analysis of the tremendous interest in Darwin’s ideas and other works on evolution,
Elshakry shows how, in an age of massive regional and international political upheaval, these readings were suffused with the anxieties of
empire and civilizational decline. The politics of evolution infiltrated Arabic discussions of pedagogy, progress, and the very sense of history.
They also led to a literary and conceptual transformation of notions of science and religion themselves. Darwin thus became a vehicle for
discussing scriptural exegesis, the conditions of belief, and cosmological views more broadly. The book also acquaints readers with Muslim
and Christian intellectuals, bureaucrats, and theologians, and concludes by exploring Darwin’s waning influence on public and intellectual life
in the Arab world after World War I. Reading Darwin in Arabic is an engaging and powerfully argued reconceptualization of the intellectual
and political history of the Middle East.

Cultural Genocide and Asian State Peripheries
When a giant wave destroys his village, Mau is the only one left. Daphne—a traveler from the other side of the globe—is the sole survivor of a
shipwreck. Separated by language and customs, the two are united by catastrophe. Slowly, they are joined by other refugees. And as they
struggle to protect the small band, Mau and Daphne defy ancestral spirits, challenge death himself, and uncover a long-hidden secret that
literally turns the world upside down.

Al-Ghazali's "Moderation in Belief"
For centuries following the fall of Rome, western Europe was a benighted backwater, a world of subsistence farming, minimal literacy, and
violent conflict. Meanwhile Arab culture was thriving, dazzling those Europeans fortunate enough to catch even a glimpse of the scientific
advances coming from Baghdad, Antioch, or the cities of Persia, Central Asia, and Muslim Spain. T here, philosophers, mathematicians, and
astronomers were steadily advancing the frontiers of knowledge and revitalizing the works of Plato and Aristotle. I n the royal library of
Baghdad, known as the House of Wisdom, an army of scholars worked at the behest of the Abbasid caliphs. At a time when the best book
collections in Europe held several dozen volumes, the House of Wisdom boasted as many as four hundred thousand. Even while their
countrymen waged bloody Crusades against Muslims, a handful of intrepid Christian scholars, thirsty for knowledge, traveled to Arab lands
and returned with priceless jewels of science, medicine, and philosophy that laid the foundation for the Renaissance. I n this brilliant,
evocative book, Lyons shows just how much "Western" culture owes to the glories of medieval Arab civilization, and reveals the untold story
of how Europe drank from the well of Muslim learning.

The House of Wisdom
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Since the American University of Beirut opened its doors in 1866, the campus has stood at the intersection of a rapidly changing American
educational project for the Middle East and an ongoing student quest for Arab national identity and empowerment. Betty S. Anderson
provides a unique and comprehensive analysis of how the school shifted from a missionary institution providing a curriculum in Arabic to one
offering an English-language American liberal education extolling freedom of speech and analytical discovery. Anderson discusses how
generations of students demanded that they be considered legitimate voices of authority over their own education; increasingly, these
students sought to introduce into their classrooms the real-life political issues raging in the Arab world. The Darwin Affair of 1882, the
introduction of coeducation in the 1920s, the Arab nationalist protests of the late 1940s and early 1950s, and the even larger protests of the
1970s all challenged the Americans and Arabs to fashion an educational program relevant to a student body constantly bombarded with
political and social change. Anderson reveals that the two groups chose to develop a program that combined American goals for liberal
education with an Arab student demand that the educational experience remain relevant to their lives outside the school's walls. As a result,
in eras of both cooperation and conflict, the American leaders and the students at the school have made this American institution of the Arab
world and of Beirut.

Colonising Egypt
Volume 40 of Reviews in Mineralogy and Geochemistry compiles and synthesizes current information on sulfate minerals from a variety of
perspectives, including crystallography, geochemical properties, geological environments of formation, thermodynamic stability relations,
kinetics of formation and dissolution, and environmental aspects. The first two chapters cover crystallography (Chapter 1) and spectroscopy
(Chapter 2). Environments with alkali and alkaline earth sulfates are described in the next three chapters, on evaporites (Chapter 3), baritecelestine deposits (Chapter 4), and the kinetics of precipitation and dissolution of gypsum, barite, and celestine (Chapter 5). Acidic
environments are the theme for the next four chapters, which cover soluble metal salts from sulfide oxidation (Chapter 6), iron and aluminum
hydroxysulfates (Chapter 7), jarosites in hydrometallugy (Chapter 8), and alunite-jarosite crystallography, thermodynamics, and
geochronology (Chapter 9). The next two chapters discuss thermodynamic modeling of sulfate systems from the perspectives of predicting
sulfate-mineral solubilities in waters covering a wide range in composition and concentration (Chapter 10) and predicting interactions between
sulfate solid solutions and aqueous solutions (Chapter 11). The concluding chapter on stable-isotope systematics (Chapter 12) discusses the
utility of sulfate minerals in understanding the geological and geochemical processes in both high- and low-temperature environments, and in
unraveling the past evolution of natural systems through paleoclimate studies. The review chapters in this volume were the basis for a short
course on sulfate minerals sponsored by the Mineralogical Society of America (MSA) November 11-12, 2000 in Tahoe City, California, prior
to the Annual Meeting of MSA, the Geological Society of America, and other associated societies in nearby Reno, Nevada. The conveners of
the course (and editors of this volume of Reviews in Mineralogy and Geochemistry), Alpers, John Jambor, and Kirk Nordstrom, also
organized related topical sessions at the GSA meeting on sulfate minerals in both hydrothermal and low-temperature environments.

Secularizing Islamists?
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Nineteenth-century philologist and Biblical critic William Robertson Smith famously concluded that the sacred status of holy places derives
not from their intrinsic nature but from their social character. Building upon this insight, Mecca and Eden uses Islamic exegetical and legal
texts to analyze the rituals and objects associated with the sanctuary at Mecca. Integrating Islamic examples into the comparative study of
religion, Brannon Wheeler shows how the treatment of rituals, relics, and territory is related to the more general mythological depiction of the
origins of Islamic civilization. Along the way, Wheeler considers the contrast between Mecca and Eden in Muslim rituals, the dispersal and
collection of relics of the prophet Muhammad, their relationship to the sanctuary at Mecca, and long tombs associated with the gigantic size of
certain prophets mentioned in the Quran. Mecca and Eden succeeds, as few books have done, in making Islamic sources available to the
broader study of religion.

In the Shadow of World Literature
The Closing of the Muslim Mind
Earth has been witness to mammoths and dinosaurs, global ice ages, continents colliding or splitting apart, and comets and asteroids
crashing catastrophically to the surface, as well as the birth of humans who are curious to understand it. But how was all this discovered?
How was the evidence for it collected and interpreted? And what kinds of people have sought to reconstruct this past that no human
witnessed or recorded? In this sweeping and accessible book, Martin J. S. Rudwick, the premier historian of the Earth sciences, tells the
gripping human story of the gradual realization that the Earth’s history has not only been unimaginably long but also astonishingly eventful.
Rudwick begins in the seventeenth century with Archbishop James Ussher, who famously dated the creation of the cosmos to 4004 BC. His
narrative later turns to the crucial period of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, when inquisitive intellectuals, who came to call
themselves “geologists,” began to interpret rocks and fossils, mountains and volcanoes, as natural archives of Earth’s history. He then shows
how this geological evidence was used—and is still being used—to reconstruct a history of the Earth that is as varied and unpredictable as
human history itself. Along the way, Rudwick rejects the popular view of this story as a conflict between science and religion and shows how
the modern scientific account of the Earth’s deep history retains strong roots in Judaeo-Christian ideas. Extensively illustrated, Earth’s Deep
History is an engaging and impressive capstone to Rudwick’s distinguished career. Though the story of the Earth is inconceivable in length,
Rudwick moves with grace from the earliest imaginings of our planet’s deep past to today’s scientific discoveries, proving that this is a tale at
once timeless and timely.

Western Science in the Arab World
Extending deconstructive theory to historical and political analysis, Timothy Mitchell examines the peculiarity of Western conceptions of order
and truth through a re-reading of Europe's colonial encounter with nineteenth-century Egypt.
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Adab and Modernity
From the conservative spokesperson and author of Slander and How to Talk to a Liberal comes an all new, timely, and thought-provoking
study of American politics and religion that looks at the Left's attacks on the Judeo-Christian tradition. Reprint. 300,000 first printing.

Islamic Mysticism
In the tenth century Shiˀa scholars assembled accounts of twelve imams’ lives, portraying them as miracle workers who were betrayed.
These biographies invoked shared cultural memories, shaped communal responses and ritual practices of mourning, and inspired Shiˀa
identity and religious imagination for centuries to come, Matthew Pierce shows.

The Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection
Secularizing Islamists? provides an in-depth analysis of two Islamist parties in Pakistan, the highly influential Jama‘at-e-Islami and the more
militant Jama‘at-ud-Da‘wa, widely blamed for the November 2008 terrorist attack in Mumbai, India. Basing her findings on thirteen months of
ethnographic work with the two parties in Lahore, Humeira Iqtidar proposes that these Islamists are involuntarily facilitating secularization
within Muslim societies, even as they vehemently oppose secularism. This book offers a fine-grained account of the workings of both parties
that challenges received ideas about the relationship between the ideology of secularism and the processes of secularization. Iqtidar
particularly illuminates the impact of women on Pakistani Islamism, while arguing that these Islamist groups are inadvertently supporting
secularization by forcing a critical engagement with the place of religion in public and private life. She highlights the role that competition
among Islamists and the focus on the state as the center of their activity plays in assisting secularization. The result is a significant
contribution to our understanding of emerging trends in Muslim politics.

Earth's Deep History
"[This collection] is distinguished by its wide range and the care which has clearly gone into the selection of texts for inclusion. . . . Attention
has understandably been focused on what might be called the religious aspects of Islam, such as scripture, theology, sects, law, ritual and
mysticism, but within those limits the texts chosen are marked by substantially of content, by geographical, chronological and social diversity,
and by an intelligent use of less well known authors. . . . An excellent starting point for a systematic and analytical examination of Islam."—G.
R. Hawting, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies

The Arabic Freud
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“One of the greatest authorities on medieval Islam” sheds “immensely stimulating” new light on cross-cultural relations in the Middle Ages
(Times Literary Supplement, UK). In Jews, Christians, and the Abode of Islam, historian Jacob Lassner examines the relationship between
the three Abrahamic faiths that defined their political and cultural interaction during the Middle Ages—and continues to define them today.
Examining the debates taking place in modern Western scholarship on Islam, Lassner sheds new light on the social and political status of
medieval Jews and Christians in various Islamic lands from the seventh to the thirteenth century. Using a vast array of primary sources,
Lassner balances the rhetoric of literary and legal texts from the Middle Ages with other, newly discovered medieval sources that describe life
as it was actually lived among the three faith communities. Lassner demonstrates what medieval Muslims meant when they spoke of
tolerance, and how that abstract concept played out at different times and places in the Christian and Jewish communities under Islamic rule.
Finally, he considers how this new understanding of medieval Islamic civilization might affect the highly contentious global environment of
today.

In Quest of Justice
This persuasive, elegantly written book argues that understanding evolution has never mattered more in human history. The author uses
evidence from archaeology, geography, anatomy, biochemistry, radiometric dating, cell biology, chromosomes, and DNA to establish the
inescapable conclusion that we evolved and are still evolving. He also explains in detail how health, food production, and human impact on
the environment are dependent on our knowledge of evolution. This is essential reading for gaining a fuller appreciation of who we are, our
place in the great expanse of life, and the importance of our actions.

Reading Darwin in Arabic, 1860-1950
Illustrates the centrality of domestic politics to colonial rule and the ways in which mastery over servants was a key expression of colonial
power

Jews, Christians, and the Abode of Islam
Is Islam neutral towards the idea of biological evolution? Does it support it or categorically reject it? These questions are explored within the
framework of classical Islamic scholarship by bringing an accurate, up-to-date understanding of evolutionary biology to a systematic
consideration of the traditional Islamic sciences.

Prophecy in Islam
The book you must read to understand the Islamist crisis—and the threat to us all Robert R. Reilly’s eye-opening book masterfully explains the
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frightening behavior coming out of the Islamic world. Terrorism, he shows, is only one manifestation of the spiritual pathology of Islamism.
Reilly uncovers the root of our contemporary crisis: a pivotal struggle waged within the Muslim world nearly a millennium ago. In a heated
battle over the role of reason, the side of irrationality won. The deformed theology that resulted, Reilly reveals, produced the spiritual
pathology of Islamism, and a deeply dysfunctional culture. The Closing of the Muslim Mind solves such puzzles as: · Why the Arab world
stands near the bottom of every measure of human development · Why scientific inquiry is nearly dead in the Islamic world · Why Spain
translates more books in a single year than the entire Arab world has in the past thousand years · Why some people in Saudi Arabia still
refuse to believe man has been to the moon

Another Reason
What is the relationship between thought and practice in the domains of language, literature and politics? Is thought the only standard by
which to measure intellectual history? How did Arab intellectuals change and affect political, social, cultural and economic developments from
the eighteenth to the twentieth centuries? This volume offers a fundamental overhaul and revival of modern Arab intellectual history. Using
Hourani's Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age, 1798–1939 (Cambridge, 1962) as a starting point, it reassesses Arabic cultural production and
political thought in the light of current scholarship and extends the analysis beyond Napoleon's invasion of Egypt and the outbreak of World
War II. The chapters offer a mixture of broad-stroke history on the construction of 'the Muslim world', and the emergence of the rule of law
and constitutionalism in the Ottoman empire, as well as case studies on individual Arab intellectuals that illuminate the transformation of
modern Arabic thought.

Arabic Thought beyond the Liberal Age
In the Middle Ages, Muslim travelers embarked on a rihla, or world tour, as surveyors, emissaries, and educators. On these journeys,
voyagers not only interacted with foreign cultures—touring Greek civilization, exploring the Middle East and North Africa, and seeing parts of
Europe—they also established both philosophical and geographic boundaries between the faithful and the heathen. These voyages thus gave
the Islamic world, which at the time extended from the Maghreb to the Indus Valley, a coherent identity. Islam and Travel in the Middle Ages
assesses both the religious and philosophical aspects of travel, as well as the economic and cultural conditions that made the rihla possible.
Houari Touati tracks the compilers of the hadith who culled oral traditions linked to the prophet, the linguists and lexicologists who journeyed
to the desert to learn Bedouin Arabic, the geographers who mapped the Muslim world, and the students who ventured to study with holy men
and scholars. Travel, with its costs, discomforts, and dangers, emerges in this study as both a means of spiritual growth and a metaphor for
progress. Touati’s book will interest a broad range of scholars in history, literature, and anthropology.

The House of Wisdom
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The first in-depth look at how postwar thinkers in Egypt mapped the intersections between Islamic discourses and psychoanalytic thought In
1945, psychologist Yusuf Murad introduced an Arabic term borrowed from the medieval Sufi philosopher and mystic Ibn ‘Arabi—al-lashu‘ur—as a translation for Sigmund Freud’s concept of the unconscious. By the late 1950s, Freud’s Interpretation of Dreams had been
translated into Arabic for an eager Egyptian public. In The Arabic Freud, Omnia El Shakry challenges the notion of a strict divide between
psychoanalysis and Islam by tracing how postwar thinkers in Egypt blended psychoanalytic theories with concepts from classical Islamic
thought in a creative encounter of ethical engagement. Drawing on scholarly writings as well as popular literature on self-healing, El Shakry
provides the first in-depth examination of psychoanalysis in Egypt and reveals how a new science of psychology—or “science of the soul,” as it
came to be called—was inextricably linked to Islam and mysticism. She explores how Freudian ideas of the unconscious were crucial to the
formation of modern discourses of subjectivity in areas as diverse as psychology, Islamic philosophy, and the law. Founding figures of
Egyptian psychoanalysis, she shows, debated the temporality of the psyche, mystical states, the sexual drive, and the Oedipus complex,
while offering startling insights into the nature of psychic life, ethics, and eros. This provocative and insightful book invites us to rethink the
relationship between psychoanalysis and religion in the modern era. Mapping the points of intersection between Islamic discourses and
psychoanalytic thought, it illustrates how the Arabic Freud, like psychoanalysis itself, was elaborated across the space of human difference.

Islam and Biological Evolution
Adab is a concept situated at the heart of Arabic and Islamic civilization. What became of it, towards modernity? The question of the civilising
process (Norbert Elias) helps us reflect on this story.

Knot of the Soul
Centuries after his death, al-Ghazali remains one of the most influential figures of the Islamic intellectual tradition. Although he is best known
for his Incoherence of the Philosophers, Moderation in Belief is his most profound work of philosophical theology. In it, he offers what scholars
consider to be the best defense of the Ash'arite school of Islamic theology that gained acceptance within orthodox Sunni theology in the
twelfth century, though he also diverges from Ash'arism with his more rationalist approach to the Quran. Together with The Incoherence of
the Philosophers, Moderation in Belief informs many subsequent theological debates, and its influence extends beyond the Islamic tradition,
informing broader questions within Western philosophical and theological thought. The first complete English-language edition of Moderation
in Belief, this new annotated translation by Aladdin M. Yaqub draws on the most esteemed critical editions of the Arabic texts and offers
detailed commentary that analyzes and reconstructs the arguments found in the work’s four treatises. Explanations of the historical and
intellectual background of the texts also enable readers with a limited knowledge of classical Arabic to fully explore al-Ghazali and this
foundational text for the first time. With the recent resurgence of interest in Islamic philosophy and the conflict between philosophy and
religion, this new translation will be a welcome addition to the scholarship.
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Islamic Modernism, Nationalism, and Fundamentalism
Originally published in 1958. This volume brings into focus an area of Islamic religio-philosophical thought to which relatively little attention
has been paid by modern scholars of Muslim thought. The importance of the subject lies in the fact that it constitutes a central point at the
confrontation of the traditional Islamic and Hellenic thought currents.

Mecca and Eden
“Intellectually stimulating and viscerally exciting, The Darwin Affair is breathtaking from start to stop.” —The Wall Street Journal Get ready for
one of the most inventive and entertaining novels of 2019—an edge-of-your-seat Victorian-era thriller, where the controversial publication On
the Origin of Species sets off a string of unspeakable crimes. London, June 1860: When an assassination attempt is made on Queen Victoria,
and a petty thief is gruesomely murdered moments later—and only a block away—Chief Detective Inspector Charles Field quickly surmises that
these crimes are connected to an even more sinister plot. Was Victoria really the assassin’s target? Are those closest to the Crown hiding
something? And who is the shadowy figure witnesses describe as having lifeless, coal-black eyes? Soon, Field’s investigation exposes a
shocking conspiracy in which the publication of Charles Darwin’s controversial On the Origin of Species sets off a string of murders, arson,
kidnapping, and the pursuit of a madman named the Chorister. As the investigation takes Field from the dangerous alleyways of London to
the hallowed halls of Oxford, the list of possible conspirators grows, and the body count escalates. And as he edges closer to the Chorister,
he uncovers dark secrets that were meant to remain forever hidden. Tim Mason has created a rousing page-turner that both Charles Dickens
and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle would relish and envy.

Reading Darwin in Arabic, 1860-1950
In this introduction to the Qur'an, Fazlur Rahman unravels its complexities on themes such as God, society, revelation, and prophecy.

Sulfate Minerals
A myth-shattering view of the Islamic world's myriad scientific innovations and the role they played in sparking the European Renaissance.
Many of the innovations that we think of as hallmarks of Western science had their roots in the Arab world of the middle ages, a period when
much of Western Christendom lay in intellectual darkness. Jim al- Khalili, a leading British-Iraqi physicist, resurrects this lost chapter of
history, and given current East-West tensions, his book could not be timelier. With transporting detail, al-Khalili places readers in the
hothouses of the Arabic Enlightenment, shows how they led to Europe's cultural awakening, and poses the question: Why did the Islamic
world enter its own dark age after such a dazzling flowering?
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Masters and servants
A Muslim scholar with extensive experience in Africa, T. Abdou Maliqalim Simone was recruited by the Islamic fundamentalist Shari‘a
Movement in Sudan to act as consultant for its project to unite Muslims and non-Muslims in Khartoum's shanty towns. Based on his
interviews with hundreds of individuals during this time, plus extensive historical and archival research, In Whose Image? is a penetrating
examination of the use of Islam as a tool for political transformation. Drawing a detailed portrait of political fundamentalism during the 1985-89
period of democratic rule in the Sudan, Simone shows how the Shari‘a Movement attempted to shape a viable social order by linking
religious integrity and economic development, where religious practice was to dominate all aspects of society and individuals' daily lives.
However, because Sudanese society is remarkably diverse ethnically and religiously, this often led to conflict, fragmentation, and violence in
the name of Islam. Simone's own Islamic background leads him to deplore the violence and the devastating psychological, economic, and
cultural consequences of one form of Islamic radicalism, while holding to hope that a viable form of this inherently political religion can in fact
be applied. As a counterpoint, he ends with a discussion of South Africa's Call of Islam, which seeks political unity through a more tolerant
interpretation of Islam. As an introduction to religious discourse in Africa, this book will be widely read by students and scholars throughout
African Studies, Religious Studies, Anthropology, and Political Science.

In Whose Image?
Another Reason is a bold and innovative study of the intimate relationship between science, colonialism, and the modern nation. Gyan
Prakash, one of the most influential historians of India writing today, explores in fresh and unexpected ways the complexities, contradictions,
and profound importance of this relationship in the history of the subcontinent. He reveals how science served simultaneously as an
instrument of empire and as a symbol of liberty, progress, and universal reason--and how, in playing these dramatically different roles, it was
crucial to the emergence of the modern nation. Prakash ranges over two hundred years of Indian history, from the early days of British rule to
the dawn of the postcolonial era. He begins by taking us into colonial museums and exhibitions, where Indian arts, crafts, plants, animals, and
even people were categorized, labeled, and displayed in the name of science. He shows how science gave the British the means to build
railways, canals, and bridges, to transform agriculture and the treatment of disease, to reconstruct India's economy, and to transfigure India's
intellectual life--all to create a stable, rationalized, and profitable colony under British domination. But Prakash points out that science also
represented freedom of thought and that for the British to use it to practice despotism was a deeply contradictory enterprise. Seizing on this
contradiction, many of the colonized elite began to seek parallels and precedents for scientific thought in India's own intellectual history,
creating a hybrid form of knowledge that combined western ideas with local cultural and religious understanding. Their work disrupted
accepted notions of colonizer versus colonized, civilized versus savage, modern versus traditional, and created a form of modernity that was
at once western and indigenous. Throughout, Prakash draws on major and minor figures on both sides of the colonial divide, including
Mahatma Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru, the nationalist historian and novelist Romesh Chunder Dutt, Prafulla Chandra Ray (author of A History
of Hindu Chemistry), Rudyard Kipling, Lord Dalhousie, and John Stuart Mill. With its deft combination of rich historical detail and vigorous new
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arguments and interpretations, Another Reason will recast how we understand the contradictory and colonial genealogy of the modern nation.

Genetic Crossroads
In Quest of Justice provides the first full account of the establishment and workings of a new kind of state in Egypt in the modern period.
Drawing on groundbreaking research in the Egyptian archives, this highly original book shows how the state affected those subject to it and
their response. Illustrating how shari’a was actually implemented, how criminal justice functioned, and how scientific-medical knowledges and
practices were introduced, Khaled Fahmy offers exciting new interpretations that are neither colonial nor nationalist. Moreover he shows how
lower-class Egyptians did not see modern practices that fused medical and legal purposes in new ways as contrary to Islam. This is a major
contribution to our understanding of Islam and modernity.

Major Themes of the Qur'an
A man is murdered in an alley, apparently for his rings and money. A man trying to pawn the rings is arrested, but is he really the murderer?
The victim has a shady past and nothing is as it seems in this classic J.S. Fletcher mystery thriller.

Twelve Infallible Men
Textual Sources for the Study of Islam
In Reading Darwin in Arabic, Marwa Elshakry questions current ideas about Islam, science, and secularism by exploring the ways in which
Darwin was read in Arabic from the late 1860s to the mid-twentieth century. Borrowing from translation and reading studies and weaving
together the history of science with intellectual history, she explores Darwin’s global appeal from the perspective of several generations of
Arabic readers and shows how Darwin’s writings helped alter the social and epistemological landscape of the Arab learned classes.
Providing a close textual, political, and institutional analysis of the tremendous interest in Darwin’s ideas and other works on evolution,
Elshakry shows how, in an age of massive regional and international political upheaval, these readings were suffused with the anxieties of
empire and civilizational decline. The politics of evolution infiltrated Arabic discussions of pedagogy, progress, and the very sense of history.
They also led to a literary and conceptual transformation of notions of science and religion themselves. Darwin thus became a vehicle for
discussing scriptural exegesis, the conditions of belief, and cosmological views more broadly. The book also acquaints readers with Muslim
and Christian intellectuals, bureaucrats, and theologians, and concludes by exploring Darwin’s waning influence on public and intellectual life
in the Arab world after World War I. Reading Darwin in Arabic is an engaging and powerfully argued reconceptualization of the intellectual
and political history of the Middle East.
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The American University of Beirut
This is a general survey of the rise and development of Islamic mysticism (Sufism) up to the modern period, which takes into account the
latest achievements of scholarship on the subject. Sufism is examined from a variety of perspectives: as a vibrant social institution, a specific
form of artistic expression, an ascetic and contemplative practice, and a distinctive intellectual tradition. Islamic Mysticism by Knysh is a
comprehensive survey of the interesting and fascinating world of Islamic Mysticism.

Evolving
Who do we love? Who loves us? And why? Is love really a mystery, or can neuroscience offer some answers to these age-old questions? In
her third enthralling book about the brain, Judith Horstman takes us on a lively tour of our most important sex and love organ and the whole
smorgasbord of our many kinds of love-from the bonding of parent and child to the passion of erotic love, the affectionate love of
companionship, the role of animals in our lives, and the love of God. Drawing on the latest neuroscience, she explores why and how we are
born to love-how we're hardwired to crave the companionship of others, and how very badly things can go without love. Among the findings:
parental love makes our brain bigger, sex and orgasm make it healthier, social isolation makes it miserable-and although the craving for
romantic love can be described as an addiction, friendship may actually be the most important loving relationship of your life. Based on recent
studies and articles culled from the prestigious Scientific American and Scientific American Mind magazines, The Scientific American Book of
Love, Sex, and the Brain offers a fascinating look at how the brain controls our loving relationships, most intimate moments, and our deep
and basic need for connection.

Islam and Travel in the Middle Ages
A comparative historical analysis of the social changes that have affected the Islamic world in modern times & of the failure to achieve
consensus on important social issues such as the form of government, the status of women, national identity & rule making.

The Middle of Things
We have grown accustomed to understanding world literature as a collection of national or linguistic traditions bound together in the
universality of storytelling. Michael Allan challenges this way of thinking and argues instead that the disciplinary framework of world literature,
far from serving as the neutral meeting ground of national literary traditions, levels differences between scripture, poetry, and prose, and
fashions textual forms into a particular pedagogical, aesthetic, and ethical practice. In the Shadow of World Literature examines the shift from
Qur'anic schooling to secular education in colonial Egypt and shows how an emergent literary discipline transforms the act of reading itself.
The various chapters draw from debates in literary theory and anthropology to consider sites of reception that complicate the secular/religious
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divide—from the discovery of the Rosetta stone and translations of the Qur'an to debates about Charles Darwin in the modern Arabic novel.
Through subtle analysis of competing interpretative frames, Allan reveals the ethical capacities and sensibilities literary reading requires, the
conceptions of textuality and critique it institutionalizes, and the forms of subjectivity it authorizes. A brilliant and original exploration of what it
means to be literate in the modern world, this book is a unique meditation on the reading practices that define the contours of world literature.

The Scientific American Book of Love, Sex and the Brain
Through a dual engagement with the unconscious in psychoanalysis and Islamic theological-medical reasoning, Stefania Pandolfo’s
unsettling and innovative book reflects on the maladies of the soul at a time of tremendous global upheaval. Drawing on in-depth historical
research and testimonies of contemporary patients and therapists in Morocco, Knot of the Soul offers both an ethnographic journey through
madness and contemporary formations of despair and a philosophical and theological exploration of the vicissitudes of the soul. Knot of the
Soul moves from the experience of psychosis in psychiatric hospitals, to the visionary torments of the soul in poor urban neighborhoods, to
the melancholy and religious imaginary of undocumented migration, culminating in the liturgical stage of the Qur’anic cure. Demonstrating
how contemporary Islamic cures for madness address some of the core preoccupations of the psychoanalytic approach, she reveals how a
religious and ethical relation to the “ordeal” of madness might actually allow for spiritual transformation. This sophisticated and evocative work
illuminates new dimensions of psychoanalysis and the ethical imagination while also sensitively examining the collective psychic strife that so
many communities endure today.
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